The Jubilee Yacht Club Regatta
Saturday, September 12, 2015

Best one day event on Mass Bay Championship schedule... come for the racing, stay for the party! Up to three races, great music and dancing, cold beer, tasty food!


2.1 Eligibility: Open to all boats with a valid 2015 PHRF-NE certificate. Classes will be standard MBSA classes plus a J105 one-design class. Other one-design classes may be added provided enough entries are received.

2.2 Registration: Competitors may enter online at www.regattaman.com. Late entries may be accepted at the discretion of the Race Committee.

All JYC racing season pass holders are entitled to race at no further cost, but still need to submit an entry form.

A direct link to the registration page is available at www.jycracing.org.

2.3 Fees: $60.00 less $5 for USSA, and $5 for MBSA.

2.4 Handicap System: PHRF Time on Distance will be used.

3 Rules: This event will be governed by the Mass Bay Sailing Association General Sailing Instructions except as changed by the JYC Regatta Sailing Instructions (available at www.jycracing.org).

4 Notices to Competitors: Notices to competitors will be posted on www.jycracing.org.

7.1 Schedule of Races: Up to three races will be held.

7.2 The warning for the first fleet will be 1100.

9 Racing Area: Salem Sound, starting in the vicinity of Curtis Point.

10.1 The Course: MBSA Standard Rounding Marks, Lists A & B or MBSA Standard Courses.

11 Marks: If MBSA Standard Courses are used the inflatable marks will be tetrahedrons or cylinders.

14.2 Recalls: The Race Committee will use VHF channel 72.

17.1 Time Limit: If no yacht has finished within 2 hours of the start of its class, the race shall be abandoned for that class.

17.2 Finishing Window: Any yacht that has not finished within 30 minutes after the first yacht in its class to finish will be scored OTL (Over Time Limit) and will be given a finishing position one lower than the last boat to have finished within the time limit.

24 Prizes: Prizes will be awarded for the first and second place finishers in each class.

Social Activities: As always, skippers, crew, and their guests are welcomed back at the club to participate in the legendary JYC Hospitality. Food, libations, and music will be served both before and after the awards.

A limited number of moorings are available to accommodate traveling boats. Contact PRO Roger Kuebel at rogerkuebel@yahoo.com for information and to make a reservation.